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Abstract. Imagine a world in which robots are a part of everyday life,
performing elegant and safe motions to accomplish complex tasks. To
achieve this vision, robots will need access to extensive computational resources. Cloud-based computers have the potential to provide the needed
computing power, while lowering robot cost, space, and energy requirements. Academia and industry are already exploring the cloud as a purveyor of data in a wide variety of applications, and have shown the benefit of the cloud for accelerating offline- and pre-computations. But what
about interactive/online computation, as is often required by robot motion planning? This paper presents an economics-based argument that
it is possible to extends a robot’s useful service life and battery operation time, improve its efficiency and profitability, and reduce its initial
costs, by using the cloud in complex online and interactive computations.
Gaining these benefits presents new, open research challenges, including:
how to cost-effectively allocate cloud-based parallel computation, how to
handle the unavoidable network-related bottlenecks, and how to design
algorithms that distribute computation between the cloud and the robot.
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Introduction

Consider a robot that needs to solve very challenging motion planning problems
quickly. For high degree of freedom robots, a typical setup requires a capital
expense of thousands of dollars to purchase a high-end computer capable of
computing timely solutions. As an alternative, would you prefer gaining access
to the latest computational hardware on demand, and for cents per task? That
is the promise of cloud computing for robots—a potential to lower costs and
improve efficiency for a variety of robotics applications.
Cloud computing has the potential to change the way we design, use, and pay
for robotic systems. Unlike traditional robots which are purchased upfront, cloud
computers are billed in units of usage time. Thus, when using cloud computing
one can and should approach solving problems in the most cost-effective way
possible. To illustrate, for $10,000 one could purchase a high-end computer, or
one could get 100,000 hours on a compute-optimized 1-core cloud computer,

6,285 hours on an 18-core cloud computer, or 1 hour of 113,136 cores1 . With an
embarrassingly parallel algorithm such as a sampling-based motion planner [1],
one could dramatically reduce the time to solve a complex task. New robotics
algorithms that leverage this computing power may extend a robot’s service life
and battery-based operation time, and reduce its initial and operating costs.
The cloud is already changing the way we think about computing for robots,
but its full potential has not been tapped. To date, many data-centric, and precomputation approaches leverage the cloud [11]. What about solving complex
tasks with near-term deadlines by using the cloud to add computing power in
response to the demands of a problem? This will be particularly valuable for
network-connected robots that face challenging motion planning problems that
involve high degree of freedom systems, dense cluttered environments, learning
complex task models, or managing high levels of uncertainty. In this paper,
we present an economic motivation for, and the research challenges posed by,
leveraging cloud-based computation in online and interactive robotic algorithms.
Bringing the benefits of cloud-based computing to robots poses multiple open
research challenges, such as: how to cost-effectively allocate computing, how to
design algorithms around network bottlenecks, and how to split computation
between a robot and the cloud.
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The Economic Potential of Robot Cloud Computing

The cloud changes the cost model of computing by shifting it from a capital
expense (CapEx) to an operational expense (OpEx). Typically, robots require a
large upfront CapEx, driven in part by the cost of the robot’s computer. Using
the cloud makes computing become an OpEx over the service life of the robot.
With the right algorithms and utilization, an increase in a robot’s OpEx will be
offset by, not only a reduced CapEx, but also an increased service life, increased
battery-based operation time, and a net improvement in operational efficiency.
Lower CapEx by extending a robot’s service. A robot’s service life may be
extended through the use of cloud computing. The service life starts at purchase
and ends when the robot’s utility decreases to the point it is removed from
service. Increasing the service life reduces the number of robots purchased over
time, leading to a reduced CapEx. Consider a home assistance robot that aids
someone with variety of daily tasks of living. Such a robot could gain additional
functionality by following a process similar to that of installing applications and
updates to a smartphone or tablet. In this scenario, the robot becomes obsolete
and needs replacement due to either physical component wear or due to advances
in software exceeding the capabilities of the robot’s computing hardware.
Historically, computing hardware has become obsolete much more quickly
than non-computing hardware (e.g., motors, sensors). Smartphones, as a proxy
for a robot’s computing platform, have a life expectancy in the range of 3 to
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4.7 years [2,4]. Cars, as a proxy for a robot’s non-computing hardware, have an
average age in the US of 11.1 years [6]. The short service life of mobile computing
devices is unsurprising when considering Moore’s Law, which observes an 18month doubling in computation power as measured by transistor count. At the
end of a 4.7 year service life, a robot will have almost 9 times less computing
power than its replacement. At the end of a car’s 11.1 years, a robot will have
almost 170 times less. The computing platform on a robot is fixed, but cloud
services offer computers that are routinely upgraded. Thus, with appropriate
algorithms that leverage cloud-based computation, a robot’s service life would
no longer be limited by its onboard computing hardware and it could operate
until the non-computing hardware wears out, potentially adding years to the
robot’s service life.
Cheaper robots with longer battery life. Incorporating a reliance on cloud
computing into the physical design of a mobile robot will allow for cheaper
robots with longer battery-based operation time. The computing platform in a
robot is necessarily limited by economic factors, including price and, for mobile
robots, physical size and battery capacity. Embedding high-end CPUs and GPUs
enables higher performance computing, but comes at a cost of dramatically increased price and energy drain for the robot. Higher energy drain either requires
increased battery size and weight, or results in reduced battery-based operation
time. If instead, a robot’s designers look to lower-power computing platforms
sufficient to running baseline algorithms, while offloading intensive computation
tasks to the cloud, their robot design can offer decreased battery size or allow
for an increased battery-based operation time, all for a reduced upfront cost.
Robots that learn from their environment and from humans are examples
that could naturally benefit from such a cloud-enabled robot design [14]. Cloudbased computation accelerates the learning of a model, while the robot need
only use the learned model with low-powered computation. Such a system could
be used in robots that are deployed to unfamiliar environments and expected to
adapt rapidly to them as they operate. Novel cloud-based learning solutions [9],
and low-powered fast convolutional network processors [5] and FPGAs [13], are
making this closer to reality.
Improved operational efficiency. Cloud computation can not only reduce
the initial purchase costs of a robot, but it can also increase a robot’s operational efficiency, potentially increasing associated revenue and reducing the need
to purchase more robots. Motion planning can be computationally intensive,
whether attempting to find a feasible solution in a complex space, maximizing
a task’s success rate in the presence of uncertainty, or minimizing a motion’s
cost (e.g., path length, time to completion, energy required). Asymptotically optimal [10] and near-optimal [12] motion planners work to minimize a motion’s
cost by converging towards optimality. They converge faster when given more
computing power or computational parallelism [7]. By leveraging parallelism of
cloud computers for motion planning [3,8], robots can complete tasks faster.
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Fig. 1: Example of maximizing profit with cloud computing. A warehouse packs
packages using robots (a). The robots avoid collision with an ever-changing inventory by using motion planning algorithms. In (b), the warehouse wishes to
maximize profit/hour, which here is computed as (revenue/hour ) − (cost/hour ).
Each task the robot completes results in revenue for the company, thus more
tasks/hour means more revenue/hour. The robot uses cloud computation of an
asymptotically optimal motion planner to reduce motion time and thus pack
more boxes per hour. When the cost of adding more computing outweighs the
gain in revenue due to higher quality motion plans, profit is maximized.

When accelerating robot motions results in more revenue, the OpEx associated
with cloud computing could be justified by net improved profits (see Fig. 1).
When a fixed number of tasks are required per unit time, faster completion
times means fewer robots are required, thus lowering CapEx.
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Research Challenges

Cloud computing offers many potential benefits, but realizing them presents
several open research problems. Cloud computing services offer the scaling of
computing power and a wide variety of configurations, from a single core virtualized on a server, to all cores on a high-end multi-core computer, to arrays
of GPUs, to networked combinations of these. Motion planning algorithms that
benefit from parallelism typically run with fixed parallelism configured a priori. With cloud computing, the amount of parallelism to allocate to a problem
becomes a question of balancing benefit to the cost (instead of availability) of
computing. Robots also must interact with a changing world, and in order to
respond to changes (e.g., to sense and avoid collisions with obstacles) they must
take into account the network latency (i.e., round-trip time) and bandwidth
limits. One option is mixing or splitting computing between multiple sites: the
robot’s onboard and the cloud-based computers, ideally gaining the benefits of
each site’s strengths while avoiding the weaknesses. The research challenges are

thus: how to allocate parallelism afforded by cloud computing, how to model
the costs of it, and how to adapt algorithms to work around limitations of the
network.
Allocating computing resources. How does one best allocate parallel computing power when implementing an algorithm on a robot? That is the question often left as an engineering exercise to the reader of parallel computing
research. The answer is typically: allocate as much computing power as you
have available—e.g., all cores on a computer, all warps on a GPU, and/or all
computers in a cluster. But with cloud computing, “as much computing power
as you have available” is insufficient as an answer—since the amount of computing power available is typically beyond the financial limits of reasonability.
This suggests the benefit associated with the amount of computing power must
be balanced against the costs associated with using that computing power. For
example, increasing the motion efficiency of a warehouse robot will have an associated benefit to the bottom-line of the company (money saved), so at what
level of computing parallelism (money expended) does the company maximize
profit? Thus the question of how to best allocate computing power depends on
modeling economic costs. And while the exact answer is still application specific,
as researchers we can look to supplying the tools to make the decisions. Such
tools might include models of convergence rates and speedup associated with
parallelism, and determining minimum or expected computational requirements
associated with tasks.
Network bottlenecks and deadlines. Robot algorithms that rely on cloud
computing must consider and address the limitations imposed by the network.
Advances in networking technology may improve the latency and bandwidth to
an extent, but communication networks will always be slower than the interconnect between the robot and its onboard or co-located computer. This limit is
fundamentally insurmountable, since it is a direct result of the speed of light.
As such, network limitations vary by domain, and the challenges imposed by the
network bottlenecks for robots in home and warehouse environments significantly
differ from robots tasked with deep-sea and space exploration. For the class of
algorithms and scenarios in which the results can be pre-computed, the network might not warrant concern. However, robots operate in the real world, and
they must be able to sense and respond quickly to changes in the environment
in order to avoid undesirable or harmful outcomes, especially in safety-critical
scenarios, such as warehouse robots operating in close proximity to humans or
with medical robots working with, or operating on, humans. To avoid undesirable outcomes, we pose the research challenge by borrowing language from
the real-time computing community, and considering computing tasks with hard
deadlines and soft deadlines. For robotic tasks with hard deadlines (ones that
cannot be missed), how can we ensure that a robotic algorithm will meet the
deadline (or at worst minimize the chance of missing the deadline)? For robotic
tasks with soft deadlines (ones for which a miss results in reduced benefit or

increased cost), how can a robotic algorithm maximize the benefit or minimize
the cost of these tasks? More parallel processing can speed up computation to
get ahead of the deadline, but the network remains a bottleneck of fundamental
importance to these research challenges.
Splitting computation between multiple sites. Algorithms can potentially
address the resource allocation and network concerns by splitting computation
between the robot’s on-board computer, a co-located computer, and cloud-based
computers. The robot’s computer has the lowest latency and highest bandwidth
access to its environment via its sensors and actuators. A cloud-based computer
has relatively high latency and low bandwidth. Depending on the scenario in
which the robot operates, some portion of the robot’s computation can be split
between the different sites. As an example, vision processing and motion tracking
require a large amount of bandwidth and low latency in order to react to changes
in the environment—matching the characteristics and (hopefully) capabilities of
the robot’s onboard or co-located computer. On the other hand, an intensive
pre-computation of a robot’s path through its environment (barring dynamic
obstacles) can be rapidly computed by high-performance parallel computing in
the cloud. As a general research challenge, can we design robot algorithms that
split portions of computation between multiple computing sites and thus gain
the benefits of the cloud’s massive computing power while meeting the demands
of a problem that requires low-latency computation?
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Conclusion

Cloud computing has a great potential to benefit robot motion planning and
related computationally intensive problems in robotics. New algorithms that
leverage cloud computing can increase a robot’s service life and improve its operational efficiency. Incorporating cloud computing into a robot’s design can
decrease initial costs while reducing size and weight and extending batterybased operation time. These potential gains motivate new open areas of research
in cloud computing for robotics, including how to address the network bottlenecks, exploit the cloud’s computing parallelism, model the costs of cloud-based
robotics algorithms, and meet task deadlines. Finally, while our examples focused on motion planning as a particularly computationally intensive problem,
we hope to inspire the robotics community to apply cloud computing to entirely
new aspects of research not considered here.
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